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N. Courtright
FORMAL ANALYSIS of a WORK OF ART

PROMPT
	This assignment is based on a single work of art that you looked at in a museum for this paper.  For the first formal analysis, find a work of European art dating anywhere from around 1400 to around 1520.  Unless you plan a swift trip abroad, architecture is unfortunately off limits.  [See attached suggestions for museums].  

	Your readings and the lectures have shown that there are a number of ways to think about a work of art within the context of its time.  15th-century merchants might have measured the accuracy of the space depicted or added up the cost of the precious material on an altarpiece; 17th-century nuns might have remembered an important sermon on the subject represented; a 20th-century man might have thought that a woman portrayed in a portrait looked a great deal like his mother except much more seductive, and unexpectedly felt strong Oedipal urges come over him.  Discovering the specific conditions of the cultural, social, religious, or psychological context alluded to in a work of art or the precise reactions it might have stimulated in its time would involve research, however, and you do not need to do any research for this assignment.

	---Your task, instead, is to focus on another way of understanding art – through its forms.  You should analyze how the variety of forms present in a single piece are interrelated for a purpose, and, considering the subject, you should hypothesize how they create meaning for this particular work.  In the final draft, you will have found an idea that you will be tracing throughout.  Use the visual properties of the work of art to provide evidence for your hypothesis.--- 

LENGTH and DUE DATE
3 pp., typed and stapled, appended with an illustration of your work of art, due on Thursday, October 4, by 5:00 in a box outside my office door.

***


FORMAL ANALYSIS, cont’d.
----------------------------------------
HOW TO DO IT

1) Get ready:  find a work of art to look at in a museum and observe your work carefully.  Mentally answer the following questions (and why not take notes):  

	--What does the work of art represent?  Have you seen this subject, or a similar one, in works we looked at in class?  Does it include a recognizable subject or is it an abstract work?  If it is figural, is it a historical narrative, a religious scene, a portrait?  Does it include more than one scene?  How is it different from works with the same (or similar) subject?  

	You can look up more information on the subject if it seems puzzling to you and you need to know more to understand its representation.
		
	--How is the work of art composed?  How do the various components of the work relate to the whole?  How are lines, color, light and dark areas, and shapes ordered?  Think about symmetry and asymmetry, grouping of figures, balance, the creation of geometrical forms through the composition.  Is the composition emphasizing dynamic motion or static calm?  What is the relationship of the composition to the picture plane?  (Remember, even representations of single figures are composed carefully).

	--What is the role of naturalism?  By what means does the artist try to give a sense of naturalistic observation or purposefully deny it?  Is the artist more concerned with the interplay of abstracted forms?  Consider the artist's use of flat or spatial qualities, his/her use of perspective, light and shadow, color, and distortion or exaggeration of natural elements.  If you conclude the artist is not as interested in a naturalistic portrayal of his/her subject as in something else, define what the qualities are that s/he is trying to suggest.

	--If the work is 3-D, does it cause the viewer to move around it, and how?  What is the main viewpoint, if any?  How does its size contribute to its effect on the viewer?

	--Think about how the artist’s use of the medium expresses something important.  If it’s sculpture, how does s/he treat light and shadow, give the impression of volume, give a sense of the material – skin, drapery, hair?  If it’s painting, how does the artist’s use of the brush contribute to a sense of movement or, instead, suppresses brushwork for a gleaming surface?  How does s/he treat color?

	--How would you characterize the work of art as a whole?  How does the artist’s composition, choice of medium, and use of technique contribute to the overall visual effect of the work?  What meaning is s/he trying to convey?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Guidebooks are useful, like Henry M. Sayre, Writing About Art (3rd ed., NY, 1995), especially chapter 2, “Using Visual Information,” and the summary on pp. 56-8.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

FORMAL ANALYSIS, cont’d.
----------------------------------------

2)  Write your paper.  When you do, be sure to follow these guidelines:

	--Identify and then analyze the work of art carefully; do not just describe it neutrally.  Do not include everything you see, but focus on the qualities that support a major point you are trying to make about the work.

	--Include in your paper an organized discussion of some of the above questions that led you to your main conclusion concerning the artistic qualities, visual effect, and meaning the artist was trying to suggest through its visual properties.  Focus on the work, not on general issues about the period to which the work belongs.

	--Always give specific examples of what you mean.  Make sure that what you are saying about the work of art can be supported by the visual evidence.

	--The paper is to be primarily an analysis of the art work’s forms, not distracting non-visual issues.  This means that you should focus on the visual properties of the art work.  You can look up general information to clarify your questions about the subject, for example, but don’t spend time on in-depth research, don’t write about symbolism, and don’t pad the paper with generalizations about the subject, period, or artist.  
	It should also not concentrate primarily on how the work of art makes you feel.  For example, "The linear patterns created by the fluttering drapery lend a sense of movement to the entire composition" is acceptable;  "I can almost feel the cool, restorative breezes on my face from the fluttering drapery" is not acceptable.
	Instead, your essay should concentrate on what you see, and how your observations illuminate the intention the artist may have had to provide some kind of meaning for his/her creation.

	-- Write two full drafts at least.  Send or take the first draft to a writing tutor in the Writing Center in Chuck Pratt and leave it with him/her the night before, with an illustration.  (Here is the home page:  https://cms.amherst.edu/taxonomy/term/3152?page=2" https://cms.amherst.edu/taxonomy/term/3152?page=2 ). You can see who they are (and what they look like) online, where their hours are also posted: https://cms.amherst.edu/academiclife/support/writingcenter/people" https://cms.amherst.edu/academiclife/support/writingcenter/people .   You can also sign up for an appointment online: https://cms.amherst.edu/academiclife/support/writingcenter/appointment/studentmanual" https://cms.amherst.edu/academiclife/support/writingcenter/appointment/studentmanual .

	Having a writing tutor go over your work is not a remedial grammatical exercise; it will make a big difference in clarifying your ideas for the benefit of a reader who is not situated in your head (me!).

	--PLEASE ATTACH AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE WORK OF ART YOU HAVE CHOSEN to your paper.  The works in the Mead and in the 5-College museums should be illustrated on the 5-College Museums Database [http://museums.fivecolleges.edu/].  If you need help using this resource, ask the Mead staff.  Illustrations of the works exhibited in the Mead may also be posted on Blackboard (but not always).

SOME MUSEUMS AND RECOMMENDED WORKS:  15th-16th-CENTURY ART 

Reminder:  Many museums are closed on Monday.  Check the hours of the museum before you go.

Warning:  Make sure you are writing on work of art in the proper CULTURE and CENTURY for your assignment.  The following works may or may not be on display:

AMHERST, Mead Art Gallery
		Italian
		--Girolamo da Santa Croce, Madonna, Child and St. Ambrose
		--Mariotto di Nardo, Crucifixion
		-- Sano di Pietro, Adoration of the Christ Child
		--Spanish sculpture, Pietà
		Northern 
--Dürer, variety of prints – ask to see them! For example:
	- Prodigal Son amid the Swine, engaving [no. 1958.161]
	- Madonna Nursing, engraving [no. 1969.3]
	- Madonna by the Tree, engraving [no. 1975.79]
	- Birth of the Virgin, from The Life Of The Virgin, woodcut [no.1975.78]
- The Presentation In The Temple, from The Life Of The Virgin, woodcut [no. 1951.1005]

BOSTON, Museum of Fine Arts
		Italian
		-- Giovanni di Paolo, Virgin of Humility
		-- Gentile Bellini, Portrait of a Doge
		-- Master of the Barberini Panels, Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple
		-- Lotto, Madonna and child with St. Jerome and St. Anthony of Padua
		-- Titian, St. Catherine of Alexandria
		-- Tintoretto, Nativity
		-- Rosso, Dead Christ with Angels
		Northern
		-- Rogier van der Weyden, St. Luke Painting the Virgin
		-- Flemish, Martyrdom of St. Hippolytus
		-- Joos van Cleve, Crucifixion

BOSTON, Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum
		--some wonderful works, worth a trip
		-- including Titian, Rape of Europa

CAMBRIDGE, Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University

HARTFORD, Wadsworth Atheneum
		--Piero di Cosimo, The Finding of Vulcan
		--Sebastiano del Piombo, Portrait of a Man in Armor
		--Tintoretto, Contest Between Apollo and Marsyas

NEW HAVEN, Yale University Art Gallery
		--Antonio Pollaiuolo, Hercules and Deianira
		--Domenico Ghirlandaio, Lady with a Rabbit
		--Sassetta, Devil appearing to St. Anthony

NORTHAMPTON, Smith College Museum - pencils only!  
		--Sano di Pietro, Madonna and Child
		--Bargello Master, Madonna and Child
		--Taddeo di Bartolo, Death of St. Peter Martyr
		--Processional Cross

SPRINGFIELD, Museum of Fine Arts

SOUTH HADLEY, Mt. Holyoke Art Gallery
		-- Veronese, Adoration of the Shepherds
		-- Fra Angelico, Christ on the Cross
		-- Bartolommeo di Tommaso da Foligno, Stigmatization of St. Francis

WILLIAMSTOWN, Clark Art Institute
		-- Piero della Francesca, Virgin and Child Enthroned with Angels
		-- Hans Memling, The Canon Gilles Joye, 1472 [Early Netherlandish]
		-- Domenico Ghirlandaio, Portrait of a Lady, c. 1485

WORCESTER, Art Museum
		Italian
		-- Dosso Dossi, Holy Family
		-- Vincenzo Foppa, The Holy Family with St. John
		-- Girolamo da Udine, Adoration of the Shepherds
		-- Piero di Cosimo, The Discovery of Honey by Bacchus
		-- Raphael, Madonna and Child
		-- Sodoma, Apollo and Daphne
		Northern
		--School of Antwerp, King Sapor of Persia Humiliating Emperor Valerian
		-- School of Antwerp, Penitent St. Jerome
		-- Albert Bouts, Virgin and Child with an Angel
		-- Jan Mostaert, Portrait of a Man


